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Buddy Kilpatrick: Buddy Kilpatrick of Econ Policy. Could you speak a little bit about the smart 
grid and maybe explain why utilities are so reluctant to embrace it without subsidy? 
  
John Rowe: Smart grid we are reluctant to embrace because it costs too much and we're not sure 
what good it will do. We have looked at most of the elements of smart grid for 20 years and we 
have never been able to come up with estimates that make it pay. 
Now, in Pennsylvania we will have full smart grid, first because it's because it's required by 
Pennsylvania statute and, second, because as you suggest, we got one of the subsidies under the 
bill a year and a half ago. 
So in Pennsylvania our PECO subsidiary will have full smart grid. We know some of the things 
that will do that are good. It will help in storm recovery. It will help telling customers how long 
they will be out of service. 
It will allow us to have even less meter readers than we do now and PECO has a primitive smart 
grid now. We don't know how much effect it will have on demand and energy use, which is the 
prime driver behind it. In Illinois we're doing pilot projects on smart grid, which I think is a 
better way to do it. 
The real issue is are we doing the customers more good by putting money into more advanced 
electronics or would we do them more good by putting the same money into replacing more old 
cable? To me that's an unknown answer. If I had to choose, I'd bet on the cable. 
  
http://www.eenews.net/tv/transcript/1293 
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